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	Your guide to quickly learning InfraWorks


	Autodesk InfraWorks Essentials is a complete, hands-on tutorial for InfraWorks, the powerful design tool that lets you quickly generate 3D models to create infrastructure designs and proposals. This Autodesk Official Press book shows you the right way to take advantage of versatile InfraWorks features. From creating models in the context of the existing environment to crafting stunning proposals, you'll become comfortable with every step of the design process. After working through this start-to-finish tutorial, you'll be able to productively use InfraWorks for civil project design that's fully integrated with existing real-world characteristics.


	In Autodesk InfraWorks Essentials, you'll learn everything you need for everyday design projects.

	
		360 full-color pages full of screenshots and illustrations
	
		Detailed step-by-steps on importing GIS and other data
	
		Create roadways, buildings, railways, and more
	
		Learn how to use the powerful Styles feature
	
		Download before and after files, so you can start anywhere



	This is the perfect tutorial for using InfraWorks to quickly create infrastructure designs, win project bids, speed up the approval process, and collaborate remotely across platforms.
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Enterprise Cybersecurity Study Guide: How to Build a Successful Cyberdefense Program Against Advanced ThreatsApress, 2018

	
		Use the methodology in this study guide to design, manage, and operate a balanced enterprise cybersecurity program that is pragmatic and realistic in the face of resource constraints and other real-world limitations. This guide is an instructional companion to the book Enterprise Cybersecurity: How to Build a Successful...
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Easy Microsoft Works Suite 2000Que, 2000
I appreciate having the opportunity to join the great team at Que in producing this book.Acquisitions Editor Angelina Ward and Development Editor Sarah Robbins provided insight and expertise as they guided this project from start to finish.And editors Karen Shields,Victoria Elzey, and Maribeth Echard ensured the clarity and accuracy of the text in...
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Easy ElectromyographyOxford University Press, 2000
The seed for this book was planted by a second-year resident in Neurology, Vicente (Ñ‚Ð�Ð¬EnzoÑ‚Ð�Ð) Trapani, who desired a handbook in electromyography (EMG) that emphasized both muscle localization and clinical pearls. A gifted artist, Trapani envisioned a text that would provide high-quality illustrations of skeletal...
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How to Talk About Books You Haven't ReadBloomsbury Reference, 2007
"It may well be that too many books are published, but by good fortune, not all must be read.... A survivor's guide to life in the chattering classes...evidently much in need." --New York Times

Praise for How to Talk About Books You Havent Read:
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Introduction to Ultra Wideband for Wireless Communications (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2008
Ultra Wideband (UWB) Technology is the cutting edge technology for wireless communications with a wide range of applications. In Introduction to Ultra Wideband for Wireless Communications UWB principles and technologies for wireless communications are explained clearly. Key issues such as UWB wireless channels, interference, signal...
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Mobile WiMAX: A Systems Approach to Understanding IEEE 802.16m Radio Access TechnologyAcademic Press, 2010

	Presenting the new IEEE 802.16m standard, this is the first book to take a systematic, top-down approach to describing Mobile WiMAX and its next generation, giving detailed algorithmic descriptions together with explanations of the principles behind the operation of individual air-interface protocols and network components.
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